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Abstract
Tourists share opinions about Points of Interest (POIs) through online posts and social media platforms. Opinion mining is
a popular technique for extracting feedback from tourists who visited various places hidden in reviews, which are used in
several tourist applications that generally reflect their preference towards POI. On the other hand, a trip schema is difficult for
tourists because they must pick up sequential POIs in unknown areas that meet their limitations and preferences. However,
most prior trip suggestionmethods are suboptimal for several reasons, including that they do not consider valuable user reviews
and rely exclusively on left-to-right unidirectional discovery sequence models. This study proposes a Neural Network-Long
Short-TermMemory (LSTM) POI recommendation system for calculating user similarity based on opinions and preferences.
In addition, it presents a method for discovering sequential trip recommendations with Bidirectional Encoder Representations
fromTransformer (BERT) using a deep learningmethod. Furthermore, this neural hybrid framework identifies a list of optimal
trip candidates by combining personalized POIs with multifaceted context. Furthermore, this method employs the valuable
information contained in user posts and their demographic information on social media to mitigate the well-known cold start
issue. In the experimental evaluation based on two datasets, Tripadvisor and Yelp, this hybrid method outperforms other
state-of-the-art methods when considering F-Score, nDCG, RMSE, and MAP.
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Introduction

The exponential increase in the amount of information and
the number of Internet users has created the potential prob-
lem of information overload, which hinders the search for
relevant items on the Internet. Recommender systems (RSs)
assist users in receiving personalized suggestions, thereby
assisting them in making the best decisions when conducting
online transactions [1]. As the field of recommender systems
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has progressed, some researchers have employed machine-
learning techniques from the field of artificial intelligence
to generate more accurate recommendations. Selecting an
appropriate machine-learning algorithm for a recommender
system is challenging due to the abundance of such algo-
rithms.

A recommendation system is defined as a type of machine
learning that utilizes data to predict, narrow down, and locate
what individuals seek among an exponentially increasing
number of options. In the past, recommender systems have
relied on clustering, nearest neighbor, and matrix factor-
ization techniques. However, deep learning has achieved
tremendous success in recent years across multiple domains,
including image recognition and natural language processing
(NLP). The success of deep learning has benefited recom-
mender systems aswell.Modern recommender systems, such
as those at YouTube and Amazon, are powered by complex
deep learning systems and less by conventional methods [2].
Applying deep learning to a recommendation system that
must mine and extract features from vast amounts of data
will not only aid in the development of recommendation
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algorithms but will also improve algorithm performance and,
consequently, the user experience [3].

Conventional collaborative filtering (CF)methods provide
recommendations based on the travel preferences of users
who behave similarly to the targeted tourists. In real-world
applications, however, user similarity may vary, indicating
that most contemporary symmetric techniques produce less
accurate results [4]. Context-aware (CA) recommender sys-
tems, on the other hand, consider the user’s context and
provide more accurate suggestion outputs, given that numer-
ous tools now collect data on the user’s state [5].

The cold start problem is a significant issue with recom-
mender systems in which RSsmay not be able to recommend
suitable items because of insufficient information about new
users. In addition, the sparsity issue occurs in someRSswhen
the number of user rankings is significantly fewer than the
number of things; consequently, the RS is weak in predict-
ing significant evaluations, and conventional techniques may
result in unsuitable suggestions [6]. On the other hand, the
increasing popularity of social and e-commerce media sites
has encouraged users to write reviews that naturally describe
their evaluations of products. These comments typically take
the form of textual explanations of why the reviewer likes
or dislikes a product based on their personal experiences.
The system can capture the multifaceted nature of a user’s
opinions from their reviews and, as a result, construct a pref-
erencemodel for the user that cannot be obtained fromoverall
ratings. Various review-based recommender systems have
been developed in recent years to incorporate this informa-
tion from user-generated textual reviews into user modeling
and to recommend the process. Furthermore, utilizing the
valuable information in social media user posts and reviews
has proven to be particularly effective in addressing rating
sparsity and cold start issues [7, 8].

A tourism Recommendation System is a specific rec-
ommender system for the tourism industry that provides
valuable suggestions and guidance to tourists in locating
Points of Interest (POIs), identifying amenities such as trans-
port, hotel, and attractions according to their preferences,
interests, likes, and budget to make their trip a memorable
one [9, 10]. In recent years, there has been an increase in
the number of articles utilizing Location-Based Social Net-
works (LBSN) and spatial–temporal contextual data in tourist
RS. On the other hand, most modern recommender systems
have some drawbacks, primarily due to the dynamic nature of
tourists’ travel habits, which makes designing recommender
systems for tourism purposes difficult and complex.

Because selecting and organizing POIs can be difficult
for travelers unfamiliar with the variety of locations in a new
area, the planning process for a custom trip can be time-
consuming [11]. In other words, visitors prefer pre-arranged
POIs to a list of suggested POIs; therefore, a tourist will find

an RS that can generate pre-arranged POIs more advanta-
geous [12].

In this field, numerous techniques for modeling sequen-
tial recommendations for journey recommendations have
been proposed. Most sequential recommendation models are
based on deep learning and past user interactions [13]. How-
ever, applying NLP techniques to POI recommender systems
is currently intriguing and is regarded as one of the most
innovative ideas in sequential recommendations. NLP tech-
niques enable machines to interpret and comprehend human
language. In novel ways, transformers and large language
models such as bidirectional-encoder-representations-from-
transformers (BERT)havebeen applied to recommendations.

BERT is a novel NLP-based model developed at the
Google Research Center [14]. This algorithm has resolved
several NLP problems with high accuracy [15]. These
language models are designed to learn the semantics of sen-
tences by modeling which words match which other words
and a similar strategy can be applied to recommend items
by examining sequences of items rather than sentences of
words.

Due to the complexity of recommender systems, hybrid
techniquesmay be used to improve performance, particularly
with the rise of social networking. Several hybrid tech-
niques have recently been applied to recommender systems
[16, 17]. This study proposes a novel neural hybrid tech-
nique for enhancing model performance and overcoming the
drawbacks mentioned above. Our framework applies a com-
binationmethod to CF based on deep learning, demographic-
based (DB), and BERT to overcome the limitations of prior
techniques. This work provides acceptable tourist destina-
tions and itineraries based on evolving tourist preferences.
The study also addresses the issue of cold starts by utilizing
demographic data and user feedback. Asymmetric schema
resolves problems associated with symmetric user similarity
and improves algorithm performance.

Nowadays, social media platforms generate an enormous
amount of data every day, making it difficult for users to
find and discover relevant content. As a result, there is a
need for efficient recommendation systems that can provide
personalized and relevant content to users based on their pref-
erences and behavior. Existing recommendation systems rely
on traditional CF or content-based approaches, which have
limitations in capturing the complex relationships between
users and items.

The main aspect of our novelty and advance in the
described idea is the use of BERT and Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) to capture both the semantic and sequen-
tial information in social media posts. By exploiting the
sequential representations of BERT and the contextualized
dependencies of LSTM, the proposed model can provide
more accurate and relevant recommendations to users. This
is a significant improvement over existing recommendation
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systems that do not take into account social media posts.
The proposed model can handle a variety of recommenda-
tion tasks, including personalized content recommendation,
social influence modeling, and social network analysis. Fur-
thermore, the model can be applied to a wide range of social
media platforms, such as Flicker, Facebook, and Instagram.

Concerning other ideas in the field, the proposed model is
different from traditional RSs approaches in that it leverages
the power of deep learning to capture both the sequential and
semantic information in socialmedia posts. Themodel is also
different from other deep learning-based recommendation
models that use only one type of neural network, such as a
convolutional neural network (CNN) or a recurrent neural
network (RNN).

With the increasing volume of social media data and the
need for more accurate and personalized recommendations,
the research topic of tourism recommendation systems based
on sentiment analysis has emerged as a very new and promis-
ing area of study [18]. The great potential of such systems in
the tourism industry has attracted researchers’ attention. In
this paper, we propose a novel approach that combines the
power of BERT and LSTM models to enhance the quality
of recommendations in the tourism domain. Unlike existing
approaches that solely rely on ranking, our method utilizes
user reviews to consider both the tourists’ preferences and
the sentiment associated with various tourist attractions. By
leveraging the contextualized representations of LSTM and
the semantic understanding of BERT, our model can provide
more accurate and personalized recommendations tailored to
individual tourists’ preferences. Additionally, our approach
demonstrates versatility and scalability, making it applica-
ble to various tourism platforms and recommendation tasks.
Through these advancements, our proposed approach aims
to significantly improve the recommendation performance
in the tourism industry and contribute to the field of recom-
mender systems.

Our method receives trip suggestion requests from new
users in a city. It utilizes geotagged data and user reviews
as input data, which are then processed in our model. The
model generates recommendations for the best trips, includ-
ing top-N POIs, as output. Our approach takes into account
contextual and demographic information, sequential histori-
cal POIs, and semantic user reviews throughout this process.

This study serves as an essential supplement to our pre-
vious paper [19]. This new method enhanced the previous
methodology by incorporating additional important tourist
factors. Additionally, our new framework uses user reviews
to improve collaborative filtering recommendations. Some
travelers prefer to provide an exhaustive review of their trip.
These descriptions, accessible as user reviews, can assist
recommender systems in locating tourists with comparable
preferences. We propose a model that employs LSTM, an

artificial intelligence technique, to enhance the collaborative
filtering model and improve the estimation of user similarity.

This approach proposes a new neural Network-LSTM
andBERT-based POI recommendation system that considers
valuable user reviews and preferences to generate personal-
ized and accurate trip recommendations. Unlike most prior
trip suggestion methods that rely on left-to-right unidirec-
tional discovery sequence models, this method utilizes deep
learningmodels to generate accurate and relevant recommen-
dations based on user feedback and behavior. The proposed
method combines personalized POIs with multifaceted con-
texts, such as user demographics and location, to identify
a list of optimal trip candidates. Additionally, this method
addresses the cold start issue by incorporating user posts and
demographic information fromsocialmedia. The experimen-
tal evaluation of thismethod on two datasets, Tripadvisor and
Yelp, outperforms other state-of-the-art methods, demon-
strating its effectiveness in generating personalized and
accurate trip recommendations.

The main contributions of this research are outlined as
follows:

• Developing an LSTM model for discovering users’ simi-
larities based on posts on social media

• Proposing a personalized POI trip framework using con-
textual, demographic data and user opinions

• Applying BERT for locating Sequential POIs

This research is organized as follows: “Background
knowledge” reviews the background knowledge of our
research. Theproblem formulation andour proposedmethod,
called BERT-LSTM-hybrid, are presented in “The proposed
method”. “Simulations and experimental evaluation” further
discusses the proposed methodology and its testing and eval-
uation results compared with the existing papers. Finally,
“Conclusions and future work” provides concluding com-
ments.

Background knowledge

This section studies the methods available in this field. The
attention is divided into two groups:

Recommender systems with LSTM

With the advancement of the artificial neural network, numer-
ous research has explored using deep learning techniques for
improving recommendation systems [20, 21].CNNandRNN
are two commonly used structures of deep learning. CNN is
a form of artificial neural network that can detect information
in different positions with excellent accuracy. Thismodel has
solved several problems in image processing and automatic
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NLP, such as opinion analysis, text summary, and others. It is
characterized by a particular architecture to facilitate learn-
ing. A CNN is a multilayer network so that the output of one
layer will be the input of the next layer. It is usually com-
posed of an input, one to several hidden layers, and an output
[22].

Another artificial neural network is RNN which is an
interconnected and interacting network of neurons, where
the neurons are connected by arcs of a weight W. This type
of network is very useful in the case of inputs of varying
sizes, aswell as for time series, namely automatic translation,
automatic speech recognition, and automatic pattern recog-
nition. The direction of propagation of the information in this
type of artificial neural network is bidirectional; it keeps the
sequence of data, and it can make the connection between an
input of long sequences because it is based on a loop thanks
to its internal memory [23].

LSTM is an extension of RNN able to solve the problem
of the vanishing of the gradient thanks to its memory, which
makes it possible to read, write and delete the data through
three gates: the first allows or blocks the updates (InputGate);
the second disables a neuron if it is not important based on
the weights learned by the algorithm, which determines its
importance (Forget Gate); and the third is a control gate of
the neuron state in the output (Output Gate) [12, 24].

In recent research, Li et al. [25] introduced a novel method
for the sentiment classification of user reviews. The under-
lying idea is to make input data consistent in size and to
improve the composition of sentiment information in the
reviews. Their method uses a combined model comprising
CNN and conventional LSTM. Experimental evaluation of
the Stanford Sentiment Treebank dataset and tourism review
dataset shows improvement over baselines of LSTM, among
others [25].

Wang et al. [26] suggested amethod for POI recommenda-
tion employing deep learning in LBSNs concerning privacy.
First, user information, relationships, and location informa-
tion are reviewed. Then, based on the history of the user and
the order of check-in POIs, the LSTMmechanism is created,
and the user information is used as input to obtain short-
term and long-term user preferences. Finally, social network
knowledge and semantic knowledge are placed in various
input layers, and to recommend the next POI to users, tem-
poral and spatial information of user histories are used [26].

In another paper, Sun et al. [27] introduced an LSTM
method based on preference for the next POI suggestion.
In general, the dynamic behavior of users is presented under
the two headings of long-term and short-term preference.
Long-term movements are usually repetitive and generally
do not show adaptability; on the other hand, the short-term
tends to be more variable. Their method, therefore, consid-
ers both long-term and short-term behaviors [27]. Zhao et al.

[28] proposed a spatiotemporal gated network for POI rec-
ommendation based on a gated mechanism that enhanced
the long short-term memory (LSTM)-based RNN network
by introducing gates to capture the spatiotemporal relation-
ships between successive check-ins.

In another research, Bai et al. [29] proposed a deep learn-
ing model that employs tensor decomposition and regression
to decompose the visual question-answering deep network.
In their algorithm, CNN is compressed with LSTM to accel-
erate processing simultaneously. They proposed to conduct
various decomposition methods and regression strategies
on different Layers. This model is useful in addressing the
problem of complex visual question-answering tasks where
multiple modalities, such as text, images, and videos, are
involved [29].

In one of the latest research endeavors, Zhuang et al.
[30] conducted a research study addressing the nonuni-
form trial length problem that arises in practical applications
of iterative learning control (ILC) for linear time-invariant
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems with input
constraints. They propose an optimal ILC algorithm specif-
ically designed for MIMO systems with nonuniform trial
lengths,which incorporates amodification to the optimal ILC
framework by utilizing the primal–dual interior pointmethod
to handle input constraints. The authors demonstrate the
algorithm’s effectiveness through mathematical expectation
analysis, highlighting its monotonic convergence property.
Numerical simulations using a mobile robot validate the
algorithm’s performance and its applicability to real-world
scenarios [30].

Tao et al. [31] presented a PD-type ILC approach for
systems with multiple time-delays and polytopic parame-
ter uncertainty. Their study incorporated both time and trial
domain objectives to robustly design the controller. The
proposed approach offered advantages such as avoiding com-
putation with large matrices required in alternative methods.
By utilizing the generalized Kalman–Yakubovich–Popov
lemma, the controller ensured monotonic trial-to-trial error
convergence in the finite frequency domain, reducing con-
servatism associated with approaches covering the entire
frequency range. The convergence conditionswere expressed
as linear matrix inequalities, enabling efficient algorithmic
solutions.Numerical simulations confirmed the effectiveness
of the proposed method and showcased its superior robust
tracking performance when compared to other types of ILC
[31].

Zhou et al. [32] introduced an extended framework of
point-to-point ILCwithin discrete linear time-invariant (LTI)
systems. The study utilized the tracking time instants of
desired positions as changing variables, enabling the objec-
tive of minimizing energy while maintaining the required
tracking accuracy. The multiobjective optimization prob-
lem was divided into two sub-problems, which were solved
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using an iterative algorithm that combined the norm-optimal
ILC approach with the coordinate descent method. The
impact of model uncertainty on algorithm performance was
also considered, and the algorithm was extended to handle
constrained systems. It demonstrated robustness to model
uncertainty and a certain level of robustness to output dis-
turbances. The proposed algorithm was validated using a
twin-rotor aerodynamic system (TRAS) model, confirming
its effectiveness and applicability [32].

In contrast, our paper proposes a sequential neural rec-
ommendation system that utilizes BERT and LSTM on
social media posts. The proposed model takes advantage of
the contextualized representations provided by LSTM and
the sequential dependencies captured by BERT to improve
the quality of recommendations. The model is specifically
designed for social media platforms, where users generate a
large volume of data in the formof share pictures, posts, com-
ments, and likes, and it can be used to recommend relevant
content to users based on their preferences and behavior.

It is noteworthy that the ILC papers address the optimiza-
tion of control algorithms for systems with input constraints,
nonuniform trial lengths, and time delays, focusing on
achieving robust performance and convergence properties.
In contrast, our work utilizes BERT and LSTM models to
capture sequential dependencies and contextualized repre-
sentations of social media posts. Our objective is to enhance
the quality of content recommendations based on users’ pref-
erences and behaviors. By establishing connections between
the two areas, we can gain valuable insights for enhancing
the performance and robustness of our sequential neural rec-
ommendation system within the social media domain.

Recommender systems with BERT

BERT is a contextualized representation model found by
Google. The model is based on a deep bi-directional
Transformer-encoder in which the Transformer uses paral-
lel attention layers instead of sequential recurrence mod-
els. Both right and left contexts are appeared by using
Transformer-encoder to pre-train better and stronger contex-
tualized representations [14]. This recollection of previous
input is critical for effective sequence learning. Transformer
deep learning models, such as BERT, are an alternative to
RNNs that utilize an attention technique to parse a sentence
by focusing on the most relevant words before and after the
sentence. Transformer-based deep learning models do not
require sequential information processing, enabling signifi-
cantly more parallelization and reduced training time [8].

An NLP application converts the input text into word vec-
tors using techniques such as word embedding. With word
embedding, each word in a sentence is converted into a series
of numbers before being fed to RNN variants, Transformers,
or BERT to understand the context. These numbers change

over time as the neural network trains itself, encoding unique
properties such as the semantics and contextual data for each
word so that similar words are close together and dissimilar
words are far apart in this number space [33].

Most sequential recommendation systems rely on RNN
and their variants, gated recurrent units, or long short-term
memories [34]. These methods involve encoding records of
historic data into vectors in a variety of ways to provide a
representation. Transformer neural architectures and, partic-
ularly, the BERT language model have enabled Transformer-
based sequential recommendation models to achieve optimal
performance in predicting the next items, including NOVA-
BERT [35] and DuoRec [36].

Among the early pioneer works, Islam and Bhattacharya
[37] propose a combination of a BERT model using a col-
laborative recommendation architecture for good accuracy.
Fan et al. [35] propose a sequential recommendation model
that uses controlled bidirectional self-attention to model user
behavior sequences in an augmented manner. They con-
struct item interaction patterns based on the above-mentioned
user behavior characteristics and then use these interaction
patterns to augment attention locally. The item interaction
patterns are created from a set of trainable parameter pairs,
so it is learnable and lightweight. The sequential recommen-
dation approach utilized in another study by Sun et al. [38]
predicts the next item with which the user will interact. First,
the model generates a list of the items the user has engaged
with chronologically based on the historical sequence. Then,
an embedding layer that includes position and input embed-
ding is applied to each token within the item sequence. The
study proposed by Yang et al. [39] uses BERT and Latent
Dirichlet allocation to provide semi-supervised semantic-
based recommendations of literature and researchers.

A model based on BERT and sequential recommendation
proposed by Seol et al. [40] can enhance recommendation
performance by using session tokens, embedding session
segments, and time-aware self-attention in addition to tak-
ing advantage of session information while using minimal
additional parameters.

Another method proposed by Zhuang and Kim [41]
involved the BERT model based on review data and rating
labels from the TripAdvisor site. The study proposes a multi-
criteria system for recommending target customers suitable
for the hotel. The proposed recommender uses fine-tuned
BERT to predict the criteria ratings in the absence of ade-
quate ratings for TripAdvisor’s six criteria. For each hotel, a
multicriteria recommender model suggests top-N customers
according to these predicted ratings.

In their work, Wang et al. [42] introduced a novel POI
recommender system that harnessed the deep semantic infor-
mation within trajectories to enhance the trajectory embed-
ding quality. They leveraged a pre-trained language model
to extract implicit deep semantic information, enabling the
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establishment of causal transfer constraints between check-
ins through semantic means [42]. Thaipisutikul and Chen
[43] presented a novel and enhanced deep sequential model,
for POI recommendation. Their approach aimed to capture
the user’s short-termpreference by utilizing a self-multi-head
attentive aggregation layer. This layer effectively captures
the intricate relationships between non-consecutive POIs,
particularly in complex situations, and aggregates all POI
representations to create a detailed and refined representa-
tion of the user’s short-term preference [43].

Huang et al. [18] developed a method for aspect-based
sentiment analysis and POI recommendation, aiming to
accurately capture sentiment information from social media
data with limited labeled data. Their approach utilizes the
pre-training model BERT to obtain embedded word repre-
sentations that combine semantic information from the text.
Through contrastive learning, point clusters belonging to the
same class in the embedded word space are brought closer
together, while clusters from different classes are separated.
The study also analyzes the relationship between comment
ratings and their influence on user perception, determining
the optimal performance formula for the loss function [18].

The proposed method in this paper offers several advan-
tages over existing recommendation systems: first, the pro-
posed method exploits the power of BERT and LSTM to
capture both the semantic and sequential information in
social media posts. This allows the model to provide more
accurate and relevant recommendations to users by taking
into account the context and sequence of their interactions
with social media content. Second, the model is designed to
provide personalized recommendations based on the user’s
preferences and behavior. This is achieved by leveraging the
contextualized representations of LSTM and the sequential
dependencies of BERT to identify patterns in the user’s inter-
actions with social media content. Furthermore, our method
can be applied to a wide range of social media platforms
and recommendation tasks, making it a versatile and scalable
solution for recommendation systems. Finally, the proposed
method is able to handle noisy and sparse data, which are
common on social media platforms. This is achieved through
the use of attention mechanisms that can identify relevant
information in the input data and filter out irrelevant infor-
mation.

The proposedmethod

Ourmethod introduces a Neural hybrid trip RS for the tourist
industry that utilizes tourist demographic, contextual, and
geo-tagged information to suggest a list of places in a town.
This method is separated into two phases, as illustrated in
Fig. 1 (offline and online). Contextual data is derived from the
image time and climate network after offline preprocessing

(“Data preprocessing”). These data are added to the dataset
to make it more complete (“Enriching geo-tagged photo with
contextual information”). Moreover, clustering methods are
being utilized to establish the region of interest, with each
zone containing one or more POI relying on the geographic
coordinates of the images.

Regarding that, places are found by repeating the clus-
tering technique on the Area of Interested (AOI) results
(“Finding POIs”). Now, in (“Finding POIs”), a profile is
created for each of these POIs (L) by calculating their public-
ity and situational characteristics (“Producing the profile of
points of interests (POIs)”). TheUser-POI (“User-POI detec-
tion”) is computed with a weighted graph, and User–User
(“LSTM calculation of user-user asymmetric schema”) is
calculated by a neural model that uses the hybrid similar-
ity of opinions and interests based on user reviews and prior
visits to each POI. Because user similarities are computed
based on the similarity of ratings and reviews, a more com-
prehensive similarity is captured. These feature sets have
databases where they maintain their data. At the next step,
a BERT model is trained by finding prior user journeys in
which sequences of POI were created based on the POI vis-
itsmade by any user. BERTwas trainedwith those (“Training
process of BERT”).

POI sequenceswere created using the visit time of anyPOI
user (“Training process of BERT”) to find prior user jour-
neys. The POI sequence database was also used to hold these
POI sequences. The findings were saved for use in the subse-
quent phase, accelerating processing and enhancing speed.
Tourists can register for the framework during the online
phase by supplying their demographic data, age, sex, town,
nation, relationship, and profession. When a tourist queries
the framework, the question is an argument with the context
data, like geographic location (the current place) and climate
data for the current travel dates (“Enriching user queries by
contextual data”). Next, contextual pre-filtering is also uti-
lized to choose POIs in that place based on the user’s actual
place (“Pre-filtering based on context”).

Next, the similarity (L′) between the current tourist and
those who visited the filtered POIs is computed (“Com-
bination of the recommendations”). Both the CF and DB
approacheswere used in our similarity. Touristswho aremore
similar to the current tourist are then selected. POIs can cur-
rently be picked and suggested to rely on the top-ranking
neighbor’s tourists. Before producing recommendations, the
user’s geographical proximity and the current climate are
assessed (contextual modeling). The expected list of POIs
was then selected (“Recommendation”).

BERT is applied in this paper to discover sequential POIs.
Top-N POIs are fed into this algorithm, and the next POI
is predicted based on them. BERT then predicts the next
POI based on this sequence (with two POI). Each sequence
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Fig. 1 The workflow of our method

can have up to POIs (“Discover sequential POIs with BERT
stage”), where is the length of the sequence.

The Top-N trip sequential patterns are applicant journey
patterns. Finally, the target tourist is provided with travel
suggestions based on current contexts, demographic factors,
and sequential patterns of movement.

The steps that follow go over the contribution of the pro-
posed framework as well as the algorithms that were used to
create them.

Problem identification

The following is a definition of the challenge of proposing
exciting tourist destinations andPOI sequences in geo-tagged
social networking sites: P = P1,…, Pn is a series of pub-
licly accessible geo-tagged photographs that demonstrate the
approach of locating tourist destinations in a city, assess-
ing their attractiveness, and providing intriguing journey
sequence suggestions based on prior tourist journeys and
travel sequence patterns. Interestingly, travelers’ publicity
image collections are being utilized to offer enticing tourism
locations and intriguing tourism sequences based on the vis-
itors’ present context.

In other words, the research question of this study is: how
can a context-aware recommender system be developed for
personalized tourist destination recommendations using con-
textual and demographic data, user reviews, and geo-tagged
social network photos? The research objective is to propose a
novel hybrid RS that integrates contextual and demographic
data, user reviews, and geo-tagged social network photos
to provide personalized tourist destination recommendations
and POI sequences based on prior tourist journeys and travel
sequence patterns.

Offline phase

Some calculations were conducted offline, and the data
obtained was preserved to improve the speed of our frame-
work.

Data preprocessing

First, the data source has to be cleaned and preprocessed
due to the inclusion of some unclear and unsuitable data.
This included deleting unclear information and images with
insufficient parameters. It is important to mention that while
visiting a POI, a person can photograph it many times. As
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Table 1 Context matching

Time
context

Visit day Saturday, Sunday Weekend

Monday, …,
Friday

Working
day

Visit time 06:00–12:00 Morning

12:00–18:00 Afternoon

18:00–06:00 Night

Visit season March, April,
May

Spring

June, July, August Summer

September,
October,
November

Fall

December,
January,
February

Winter

Weather
context

Temperature > 34 °C Hot

18–34 °C Warm

< 18 °C Cold

Weather Sunny, clear sky Sunny

Cloudy, broken
clouds, scattered
clouds

Cloudy

Rain, fog Rainy

Snow, snowfall Snowy

long as the time change between a person’s initial and sub-
sequent images is smaller than a threshold, both photos are
considered one and pertain to the same visited place.

Enriching geo-tagged photo with contextual information

This stage generated and saved contextual data for the image
elements in the dataset. This data, including the time and
geographic place, is paired with each image posted by users.
In line with the map in Table 1, the current climate is derived
using the climate application. Contextual information such
as climate, temperature, season, and other date information
is included in the database.

Finding POIs

The DBSCAN approach was used to cluster geo-tagged
pictures, and distance measures obtained from the Man-
hattan distance were used to extract spatial positions. This
approach offers significant benefits over previous cluster-
ing algorithms, including the ability to discriminate clusters
using arbitrary areas [44] and the demand for little scope
information to determine the parameters. It also does a good
job of grouping vast amounts of data. The thickness point for
clusters in the DBSCAN is the same. The minimum num-
ber of points required to form a cluster (MinPts) and the

radius (Eps) are crucial parameters. The size and density of
clustered places can vary. AOIs were extracted from a batch
of geo-tagged pictures using the DBSCAN clustering tech-
nique. After that, the algorithmwas run again with the proper
settings on the observed AOIs. Consequently, a collection of
POIs was created, as well as a database of important tourist
places (L).

Producing the profile of points of interests (POIs)

To evaluate the publicity and context features of each POI,
Eqs. (1) and (2) were used to create a profile of the discovered
POIs.

PlacePopulartity (POI) = log

(
N

Nl

)
. (1)

Here Nl represents a specific POI set of visits from a
region, whereas N represents the overall number of visitors
from that region.

A new weighting context vector structure is presented in

our work as
⇀

Cl = 〈c(l, 1), . . . .., c(l, k)〉, here c(l,j) indicates
the context (j) of any POI, and (n) represents the sum of
contextual factors (Table 1). c(POI,j) is calculated utilizing
the TF-IDF algorithm formed on Eq. (2).

c(POI, j) = TFPOI ∗ IDFPOI = w(POI, j)

w(0, j)
∗ log

w(0, 0)

w(POI, 0)
. (2)

Here w(POI,j) shows the number of visitors from the POI
in context (j), w(0,j) indicates the sum of travels in context
(j) from all POIs in the present town, w(0,0) represents the
number of the journey in any context from all POIs in the
present town, andw(POI,0) indicates the number of the journey
in each context from the POIs.

User-POI detection

The similarity between User and POI is used to construct
a weighted undirected graph GraphUser-POI = (User; POI;
EdgeUser-POI; WeightUser-POI) to identify the preferences
of a group of tourists U inside a collection of places L.
EdgeUser-POI, and WeightUser-POI represents collections of
sides and side weights among the User and POI, respectively,
reflecting users’ visitations and the instances of visitations to
a specific POI.

Figure 2 illustrates the similarity between users and POIs.
Suppose n users and m POIs, an n by m adjacency matrix
MatrixUser-POI (MatrixUser-POI = [Tij]) is created for the net-
work GraphUser-POI, where Tij denotes the instances the jth
POI has been visited by the ith user. If Tij = 0, it indicates
that the ith tourist has never seen the jth POI.
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Fig. 2 The relation between Users and POIs

LSTM calculation of user–user asymmetric schema

The resemblance among tourists who had been before the
places were assessed and saved for utilization throughout the
online phase. The experiences of other tourists were utilized
to provide recommendations for the intended client. Equa-
tion 4, a modified version of Sorensen’s formula (Eq. 3), was
utilized to achieve this result. The goal would have been to
estimate tourist similarities relying on the number of pho-
tographs they saw and to develop a rational link between
their attractiveness.

The suggested method is based on the concept that when
two users take images of places that are less popular and vis-
ited by fewer people, this similarity is much higher than that
of the other. Two visitors who visit a fewer part of a town are
more interested in sharing similar concerns. Consequently,
while computing similarity, the suggested similarity metric
tries to account for individuals’ preferences for commonly
visited sites.

Sim(u, v) = 2 ∗ |lu ∩ lv|
|lu |+|lv| (3)

SimPP(u, v) = 2 ∗ ∑
l∈lu∩lv PlacePopulartity(l)∑

l∈lu PlacePopulartity(l) + ∑
l∈lv PlacePopulartity(l)

.

(4)

Here lu represents the places visited by user u, and Place-
Populartity(l) indicates the popularity of a place (l).

Now, the similarity between two users based on collabo-
rative filtering can be calculated using Eq. (5):

SimCF(u, v) = Max (SimPP(u, v) and SimReview(u, v)).

(5)

In this research paper, our objective is to enhance the esti-
mation of user-user similarity within a CF framework by
leveraging users’ reviews. The proposedmodel aims to incor-
porate user reviews as additional information to improve the
accuracy of suggesting different POIs to users. Reviewswrit-
ten by users have been identified as highly effective indicators
for predicting user interest. By integrating this feature into
Eq. (5), we can enhance the performance of the recommender

system. In other words, incorporating users’ feedback infor-
mation enables us to capture their interests based on their
opinions and the aspects of POIs that hold significance for
them.Therefore, our study focuses on utilizing users’ reviews
to provide a more precise estimation of user-user similarity,
ultimately leading to enhanced recommendations for various
POI.

TheSimReview(u, v)metricmeasures the similarity of user
reviews based on their textual similarity. To be more precise,
in the second section of Eq. (5), we need to utilize a text
similarity method to calculate the similarity between user
reviews. By calculating the similarity of texts, we can deter-
mine the similarity between two users based on themaximum
similarity among all pairs of their reviews, as demonstrated
in Eq. (5). Notably, no preprocessing has been conducted
on the reviews in this introduced method; consequently, the
outcomes are provided without any language-specific pre-
processing and can be used for each language [45, 46].

In this study, we implemented a neural document repre-
sentation method aimed at constructing vector representa-
tions for entire documents. To consider the dependency of
input data and facilitate information persistence, we utilized
RNNs, specifically LSTM networks. RNNs are capable of
capturing dependencies, but they struggle to retain long-term
dependencies. To overcome this limitation, LSTM networks
were introduced [12, 23].

To exploit the benefits of this network, we trained an
encoder-decoder neural network with two LSTMs—one in
the encoder and one in the decoder. This architecture allowed
us to effectively capture and generate meaningful represen-
tations of input sequences.

In ourmodel, the encoder LSTM takes the input sequence,
such as a review, and processes it step by step. At each time
step, the encoder LSTM analyzes the input and updates its
hidden state based on the current input and the previous hid-
den state. This recurrent nature of the LSTM enables it to
retain and propagate information from earlier time steps,
allowing it to capture the sequential dependencies within the
input sequence.

Once the input sequence has been processed by the
encoder LSTM, the final hidden state of the encoder LSTM
serves as a condensed representation of the entire input
sequence. This fixed-size vector, also known as the con-
text vector or latent representation, encapsulates the essential
information from the input sequence.

The decoder LSTM receives the context vector as its ini-
tial hidden state and is responsible for generating the output
sequence. It operates in a similar fashion to the encoder
LSTM but in reverse. At each time step, the decoder LSTM
takes the previous output (either the predicted token or the
ground truth token during training) and its hidden state from
the previous time step, and generates the next output token.
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This process is repeated until the desired output sequence is
generated.

By training this encoder-decoder model with two LSTMs,
we effectively capture the relevant features and dependen-
cies within the input sequence and generate coherent and
meaningful output sequences. The use of a fixed-size vector
representation allows for efficient handling of varying-length
input sequences, making it easier to model and manipulate
reviews in a consistent and manageable manner.

In (Eq. (6)), where u and v are two users, ui is the ith text
review of user u, and vi is the ith text review of the user v.

Simreview(u, v) =
∑n

i=1

⇀

V ui Wvi√∑n
i=1

⇀

V
2

ui

√∑n
i=1

⇀

W
2

vi

. (6)

In the actual world, user similarities are not always sym-
metrical and may not be identical. Most conventional mea-
sures of similarity value the similarity relationship between
two users equally. These strategies are based on the concept
that sim(u, v) equals sim(v,u); however, the impact of two
different users on one another differs, hence an asymmetric
schema is used to traditional similarities in CF approaches to
get a very realistic similarity [47]. Thiswork uses asymmetric
schema to bypass the limitation. The rate of similarity places
among tourists, adjusted by the figures of places assessed by
the present tourist, Eq. (7), is used to create the asymmetric
similarity measure.

simAsy - Measure(u, v) = (1 − exp(−|lu ∩ lv|)/|lu |). (7)

Here lu represents the number of POIs visited by u. This
equivalence looks at the proportion of common ratings that
users have among all of their rated things rather than the
proportion of common ratings in the total number of ratings
among tourists. As a result, Eq. (8) contains this parameter.

SimAsyCF(u, v) = SimAsy - Measure(u, v) ∗ SimCF(u, v).

(8)

We should also consider the preferences of each visitor.
Different tourists have different tastes. We utilize the median
of the PlacePopularty to represent the user preference to
display this conduct distinction. The following is a repre-
sentation of the user PlacePopulartyPreference (UPP) based
on similarity metrics:

SimUPP(u, v) = e−(|ru, p−rmed|∗|rv, p−rmed|)[
1 + e−(|ru, p−rmed|∗|rv, p−rmed|)]2 , (9)

where ru,p indicates the rating of PlacePopulartity by user u.
The rmed represents the median value of two tourists, u and
v, on a rating scale.

By combining Eqs. (14) and (15), it is possible to arrive
at the new formalization, which we refer to as the improved
new CF asymmetric similarity model (AsyNCF) (Eq. (10)).
Hybrid RSs enhance performance by combining multiple
recommendation techniques. CF is usually employed in con-
junction with another method to avoid the ramp-up issue.
We utilized the feature combination method with multiplica-
tion since this hybrid includes two distinct recommendation
components: the contributor (in our study, UPP) and the gen-
uine recommender (in this study, Asymmetric CF). Thus, the
relationships between the product’s components have been
maintained. The authentic recommender operates on data
modified by the contributor.

SimAsyNCF(u, v) = SimUPP(u, v) ∗ SimAsyCF(u, v). (10)

Training process of BERT

Initially, This stage extracts the place sequences to determine
the tourist travels, relying on the place visit order. The period
of every user’s trips to POIs is also considered. A single trip
is formed when the time variation among two sequential POI
visits is lower than a threshold level; these distinct journeys
are formed as long as the time variation is higher than the
threshold level. We utilize an 8-h threshold in our strategy, as
in earlier studies [48]. A factor is used to track the periodicity
of each trip. The number of users that visited each trip is used
to establish the sequencing frequency in this approach. Each
journey has its collection of POIs and its own set of POI
orders.

The sequential recommendation process is inspired by the
deepbidirectional self-attentionmodelBERTapplied for lan-
guage modeling. Figure 3 shows the BERT model with three
layers, which are explained in the following [49]:

(A) Embedding layer: With this layer, inputs are learned
from the journey, which consists of POIs, each with
information including POI ID, topic, PlacePopular-
ity (POI), and contextual information. The embedding
layer’s output is fed into the Transformer layer, which
is the next layer.

(B) Transformer layer: Transformer blocks are arranged in
L layers. In each transformer block, a list of embed-
dings for tokens is taken in, and an identical number
of embeddings is produced on the output (while fea-
tures change because of the transformation). In the last
Transformer block, the output goes to the projection
layer, which is the next layer.

(C) Projection layer: In this layer, for prediction, a softmax
layer is applied to project the learned hidden represen-
tation from the previous layer onto the item space. A
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Fig. 3 BERT model architecture

Cloze task is used for training, in which the model pre-
dicts masked items in the sequence of interactions [50].

BERT can be trained by Bayesian Personalized Ranking
(BPR) [51]. The BPR is a pairwise personalized ranking loss
based on the maximum posterior estimate. The training task
is optimized using BPR pairwise, maximizing the difference
between negative and positive pairs. Generally, BPR assumes
that users prefer positive items over non-observed or negative
items.

There is an obvious correlation between the trainingmodel
and the correct values predicted by the proposed dataset. As
a result, the proposed model learns both the useful represen-
tations for each POI and the key patterns between them.

It is noteworthy that the maximum sequence length a
BERT model usually takes is 512 tokens [52, 53]. This pro-
posed method for handling this potential limiting factor of
BERT by truncating he input sequences to amaximum length
of 512 tokens.

Furthermore, to ensure that we do not lose important
information from the truncated sequences, we also imple-
ment a sliding window technique, where we divide the long
input sequences into shorter segments and pass each segment
through the BERT model separately. This allows us to cap-
ture more information from the longer sequences, while still
adhering to the 512-token limit of the BERT model.

In this research, we used the pre-trained BERT base
uncased model released by Google, which was trained on

a large corpus of general text data from the English lan-
guage. In addition, we fine-tuned the BERT for another
scenario on our specific task of next-POI recommendation.
For fine-tuning, we first initialized the BERT model with the
pre-trainedweights and thenfine-tuned it on our dataset using
a sequence-to-sequence learning approach. This involves
feeding the input sequences of historical sequential POIs of
trip users to the BERT model and training it to predict the
next POI in the sequence.

Online phase

The following steps are included in this stage. Our method
answers the target user’s request quickly and interactively.

Enriching user queries by contextual data

During the online phase, the system computed the time
requested by the user to visit as the tourist’s desired time.
The weather and temperature contexts for that location were
then provided and completed following the mapping in Table
1 of the user context inquiry, leveraging the weather web ser-
vice’s season and visit time contexts. For the current user,

a structure of context factors such as (
⇀

V u) is constructed.
If a context condition is met, it is assigned a value of one;
otherwise, it is assigned a non-value.
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Pre-filtering based on context

The data for that city was chosen in this stage based on the
current user’s geographical attributes in the enhanced query.

This contextual pre-filtering creates the collection of those
city locations (L′).

Combination of the recommendations

This phase uses Eq. (11) to compute the hybrid similarity. In
terms of the present tourist and those who visited the set (L′)
of places, this equation highlights the similarities between
CF and DB.

SimAsyHybrid(u, v) = (1 − β) ∗ SimDB(u, v)

+ (β)SimAsyNCF(u, v). (11)

This compound is balanced using the coefficient (β) to
smooth out the linear connection.

Equation (12) was used to estimate the demographic sim-
ilarities between the two tourists.

SimDB(u, v) =
|num1

(
⇀

Du ∩ ⇀

Dv

)
|

|Demograpic FeatureVector|

∗ 1/

(
1 +

∣∣ageu − agev

∣∣
max(age) − min(age)

)
, (12)

For each user, a demographic characteristic (excluding age)

vector such as (
⇀

Du .) is created. The first tourist demographic
characteristic vector is compared to the second tourist demo-
graphic information vector when comparing users based on
their demographic features. If two users have the same value
for a certain property, such as sex, the value of one is utilized.

Using the num1(
⇀

Du ∩ ⇀

Dv) function, the number of units in
the twousers’ common factors vector is tallied and divided by
the number of demographic factors examined by the users.
The output result of this similarity is always between zero
and one.

ven the importance we place on the aged character, we
utilized the tourist age as a distance attribute model where
ageu and agev are the ages of the two tourists, u and v.

Following that, utilizing the similarity metric presented in
this equation, the present tourist’s similarity to other tourists
visiting the aid area (user–user) is determined. These findings
are used to choose people who have visited that city with a
greater similarity score to the present user.

Recommendation

The level of the intention of the present tourist u to visit
destinations can be determined using Eq. (13) based on the
similarity among tourists.

Pred(u, l) =
∑

v∈U ′ SimWT-context(Cu , Cl) ∗ Simloc-context(lu , ll) ∗ SimAsyHybrid(u, v) ∗ (
rvl

)
∑

v∈U ′ SimAsyHybrid(u, v)
, (13)

where (rvl ) indicates the real rating of a tourist (v) for the
place (l). In this equation, when computing the place (l)
score relies on the tourist visit, SimWT - context(Cu , Cl) and
Simloc - context(lu , ll) is used as a weight.

The context factor Simloc - context(lu , ll) is the next to be
evaluated. The farther a person is from a tourist site, the less
likely they are to attend, and therefore the less suggested the
attraction will be. The Manhattan distance was used to get
the distance factor for the site (Eq. (14)).

DistanceGeo
(
lu , lli

) = (|x1 − x2|) + (|y1 − y2|), (14)

where we have the target user’s geographical location
lu(x1, y1) and the tourist location lli (x2, y2). To cover all
points and achieve the closeness of distance, we utilize the
double Laplace distribution equation (Eq. (15)).

SimLoc - Context(lu , ll) = 1

2μ
∗ e

(
−

∣∣∣DistanceGeo(lu , ll )
∣∣∣/μ)

. (15)

The μ coefficient is utilized to convert the decrease rate in
this case. The longer the space between the tourist’s present
place and the previously visited place, the fewer suggestions
are offered.

Another context aspect examined by this method is the
similarity of the climate and time (SimWT - context(Cu , Cli )).
During the offline process, a profile of POIswas built, and the
vector form of dual factor values for every POI was stored.

Apart from that, contextual data was applied to the exist-

ing user query in the pattern of a vector (
⇀

V u). in compliance
with "Enriching user queries by contextual data", and on the
other hand, having the vector template of the contextual met-

rics weight of the POIs (
⇀

Wl ) enables the determination of
similarity via the adjusted cosine formula (Eq. (16)).

SimWT - context

(
⇀

V u ,
⇀

Wl

)
=

⇀

V u ∗ ⇀

Wl∣∣∣∣|⇀V u |
∣∣∣∣ ∗

∣∣∣∣| ⇀

Wl |
∣∣∣∣
. (16)

For the existing user context and every Location context,

a context vector modeling such as (
⇀

Cu .) and (
⇀

Cl ) is created.
The output data of this similarity is always between zero
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and one. The list items are sorted according to the projected
points for each site, which are related tourist spots.

Discover sequential POIs with BERT stage

In this paper, BERT is used to identify sequential POIs. Ini-
tially, the algorithm will be fed the Top-N POIs to predict the
next POI. Using these two POI (the Top-N and the predicted
one), a third POI will be predicted based on this sequence in
the subsequent step (the previous two POIs). This cycle must
be repeated times, where is the sequence’s length. In addi-
tion, this processwill be repeated for the secondTop-NPOI to
generate the second suggested trip following the production
of this -length sequence. Note that as part of theMasked Lan-
guage Modeling (MLM) task, certain POIs must be replaced
with a token (MASK) to predict the next POI [54].

Simulations and experimental evaluation

In this part, many tests were conducted to show the effec-
tiveness of the suggested strategy. We will first review the
experimental datasets and model parameters in this regard.
The evaluation measures are discussed after that. Follow-
ing that, the experiments and their results are reported and
debated. Ultimately, the data are evaluated and compared
to findings acquired utilizing other cutting-edge approaches,
such as Yelp and Tripadvisor Data sources.

MinPts, Eps for DBSCAN, and parameter β in Eq. (11)
aremethod hyper-parameterswhose valueswere investigated
to determine how they affect the method’s performance. In
“Evaluation dataset”, the clustering variables (MinPts, Eps)
are identified and presented in Figs. 4 and 5. The weight
of each DB and CF similarity between two users is then
determined by the variable (β) in Eq. (11) in “Impact of
parameter β”, and the result is shown in Fig. 6.

Furthermore, the number of layers in a BERT network can
be considered one of the hyperparameters for fine-tuning. To
achieve effective fine-tuning of BERT, it is crucial to care-
fully select the number of layers in the network and make
appropriate adjustments during the fine-tuning process. It
should be noted that the remaining BERT parameters are
kept unchanged and set to their default values. The results
of this experimentation are discussed and presented in Sect.
“Impact of layer count on fine-tuning BERT performance”,
and a visual representation can be found in Fig. 16.

The selection of the optimal coefficients was based on
comparing the performance of the different configurations
on a validation dataset. We assessed metrics such as preci-
sion, recall, F-Score, root mean square error (RMSE), and
normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG). The con-
figuration that yielded the best performance according to

the chosen metric was selected as the optimal choice for the
BERT model.

Evaluation dataset

This study employed Yelp, which can be found on the Yelp
website “https://www.yelp.com/dataset.” As a social net-
work platform, this website has gained popularity. The data
set contains 1.3M reviews and 468K tips by 340Kusers gath-
ered from 2018 to 2021, where most of the reviews are made
in North America. The Application Programming Interface
methods were utilized for information. Table 2 illustrates dif-
ferent fields of the Yelp dataset.

As described in "Finding POIs", the offline state uti-
lized theDBSCANtwo-level clustering algorithm todiscover
user destinations from the dataset. We studied the DBSCAN
settings and demonstrated how the number of recognized
clusters varies when MinPts and Eps are altered. Correctly
setting the technique’s radius and minimum sample point
parameters significantly impacts the method’s accuracy. The
size and concentration of clustered locations might vary.

The DBSCAN settings can be modified; therefore, it is
important to look them over carefully to figure out howmany
regions there are. In this situation, the test approach was used
to discover them. Figures 4 and 5 show how the number of
recognized clusters changes as these two parameters’ values
alter.

The minimum sample size is a falling graph pattern when
the radius reaches 120 for all attribute values, as seen inFig. 4.
For the parameter specifying the minimum sample sizes, the
chart’s declining slope is decreased to a parameter of 10 in
Fig. 5. The clustering variables (Eps = 120, MinPts = 10)
are put to these two parameters depending on the results,
resulting in a total of 36 clusters. This data was separated
into two non-overlapping halves to conduct the assessment,
with 75 percent utilized for framework training and 25% for
analyzing process.

To fine-tune BERT in our specific scenario, we leveraged
the Python-based PyTorch library. This open-source deep
learning framework has gained considerable recognition for
its capability in both pretraining and fine-tuning BERTmod-
els.

We experimented with various parameter values for every
formula. Therefore, the best results were obtained with this
description of the report parameter values (Eq. (11): β = 0.6;
Eq. (15): μ = 0.5).

The second dataset used was the Tripadvisor dataset.
This dataset is available at “http://www.Tripadvisor.com.”
We choose Tripadvisor as a real-world tourism dataset. In
detail, this dataset contains 30,026 Users, 11,231 POIs, and
357,012 Reviews.
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Fig. 4 Depending on the number
of clusters discovered according
to the Eps
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of clusters discovered according
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Fig. 6 The impact of DB and CF
according to F-Score

Table 2 Fields of the Yelp dataset
Business ID Geo-location Stars Text Date Tag

ID POI geo-location 1–5 stars rating Review text Date User tag

The evaluationmetrics

The proposed method has been evaluated based on some
criteria. In our study, we have selected precision, recall,
F-Score, nDCG, RMSE, and MAP as evaluation metrics
because they are widely used in the field of recommendation
systems and information retrieval. Precision and recall mea-
sure the ability of the model to recommend relevant items

to users while minimizing irrelevant recommendations. F-
Score provides a harmonic mean of precision and recall,
which gives an overall view of the model’s performance.
nDCG is a ranking evaluation metric that measures the rel-
evance of recommended items by taking into account their
position in the ranked list. RMSE is commonly used to eval-
uate the accuracy of a model’s rating predictions. MAP is a
ranking evaluation metric that measures the average preci-
sion of a model’s recommendations at different positions in
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the ranked list. We have chosen these metrics based on their
relevance to the task of sequential recommendation and their
ability to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the model’s
performance.

Recall measure is presented as the ratio of accurate things
offered to the whole number of relevant objects for the target
user (Eq. 17).

Recall = #(Number of Accurate predictions)

#(Number of Relevant Objects)
. (17)

As demonstrated in Eq. (18), Precision is presented below.

Precision = #(Number of Accurate Predictions)

#(Number of Total Predictions)
. (18)

Equation (19) determines the Average Precision metric
AP@N, an equation that calculates accuracy for all users.

AP@N =
∑N

k=1(Precision@k ∗ Relevantk)

M
, (19)

(M) is the relevant item, and (Relevantk) is an index role
(Relevantk = 1 if the item (k) on the recommended list is a
related POI, that anyway Relevantk = 0).

Equation (20) describes TheMeanAverage Precisionmet-
ric for (m) users.

MAP@m =
∑m

k=1 AP(u)

m
. (20)

RMSE highlights bigger absolute error levels (Eq. (21))
[55].

RMSE =
√∑

(u, i)|Ru, i

(
r̂u, i − ru, i

)2
N

. (21)

The user (u) and place (i) methods forecast the score value
as

(
r̂u, i

)
. The genuine value of the user’s (u) rating for a place

(i) is (ru, i ), and the total number of examined places is (N).
The F-Score is identified as Eq. (22) [56].

F - Score = 2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision

Recall + Precision
. (22)

The projected suggestions’ ranking efficiency is compared
utilizing the nDCG (Eq. (23)). The more related topics of
attention shown at the head of the proposed list, the higher
the nDCG score [57].

NDCG = DCG

iDCG
=

∑p
i=1

2reli−1

log(i+1)
2∑|relp |

i=1
2reli−1

log(i+1)
2

. (23)

Table 3 Comparison methods

Methods #References Description

(CF) [58] CF

(PR) [59] Public popularity

(Pre_CA-CF) [60] Contextual pre-filtering
similarity measure

(CA-CF) [61] Jaccard measure

(ACA-CF) [58] CF + CA + asymmetric
schema

(LSTM-CA) [62] CA + LSTM + sequence

(HBERT4Rec) [63] Content-based + CF + BERT

(ADBCACF) [64] Asymmetric CF and
demographic data

(SeqHybrid) [19] Our previous work describes a
sequential recommender
system that combines
context-awareness,
demographic-based, and
asymmetric CF

Here reli stands for the element ranked at a place (i), also
relp stands for the list of related items in the relevant group
in place (p).

Comparison approaches

Throughout this part, we evaluate our model with the follow-
ing methods in Table 3.

Experimental results

The influence of CF and DB on suggestion accuracy is dis-
cussed first in this paragraph. The impact of neighborhood
numbers on suggestion quality is then investigated.

The next sections compare the efficiency of our BERT-
LSTM-hybrid technique to previous techniques that solve
the cold start and data sparsity challenges based on MAP,
Precision, Recall, RMSE, F-Score, and nDCG criteria.

Impact of parameterˇ

The weight of each DB and CF similarity between two
tourists is determined by the variable (β) in Eq. (11). Con-
sequently, the value selected for this factor has a substantial
impact on the performance of the current plan. Figure 6 illus-
trates the results of the trials about the F-Score that was used
to establish the optimal value for the parameter (β). The chart
with a figure of β = 0.6 fared the best among the other fig-
ures of variable β, as can be observed. Consequently, setting
this factor’s starting figure to 0.6 is a good decision. As a
result, the impact of neighbors on tourism suggestions takes
precedence over demographic data.
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Fig. 7 The list of recommendations is used to compare BERT-LSTM-hybrid to others concerning the MAP metric (Yelp)

The effect of the neighborhood numbers

By proposing 2, 6, and 12 POIs among all president’s sug-
gestions, we studied and applied the influence of neighbor
size on the accuracy of anticipated suggestions for neighbors
of different sized. In this scenario, the number of neighbors
grew between two and eighteen. Concerning MAP, the find-
ings are shown in Fig. 7; when the number of suggestions
surpassed six, adding POIs dramatically lowered the validity
of the recommendation results when using MAP, according
to these studies.

Users’ preferences fluctuate, and they like to visit nomore
than six places in each region during their journey.As a result,
recommending two to six POIs for tailored suggestions
appears reasonable. Because of clustering, context data, user
review, and demographic information, BERT-LSTM-hybrid
exhibited a greater MAP score than previous approaches.
According to the findings, asymmetric strategies outperform
symmetric techniques and also tourist reviews of tourist trip
records. Greater neighbors for the present tourist may be
located because of the suggested strategy, and the POIs pro-
duced by such neighbors are more precise.

The Recall metric grew as the number of suggestions was
raised, as seen in Fig. 8. This is because the Top-N sug-
gestion now includes more precise POIs. Consequently, in
terms of Recall, BERT-LSTM-hybrid outperformed previ-
ous methods. Asymmetric neural strategies outperform other
approaches, according to the result. Compared to the other
approaches, the CF and PR approaches generated the low-
est accurate findings caused by the absence of clustering and
disrespect for context.

The impact of the highest suggestions

As seen in Fig. 9, as the figures for suggestions rose, the
precision dropped. The cause that the Highest suggestion

now contains more accurate POIs was the primary driver for
this enhancement. Tourists may not be able to visit all of
the suggested places due to a lack of information on personal
intentions. The results show that asymmetric approaches out-
performed symmetric techniques, even though the suggested
technique beats the other methods in terms of precision rate.
Furthermore, compared to the other approaches, the PR and
CF approaches generated the lowest accurate findings caused
by the absence of clustering and disrespect for context.

For numerous suggestions based on F-Score measures,
BERT-LSTM-hybrid outperformed other techniques, as
shown in Fig. 10. The suggested technique beats previous
alternatives regarding cold start and data sparsity, as seen in
this figure. By combining information in user profiles with an
asymmetric LSTM schema technique to estimate the desired
person’s nearest neighbors, BERT-LSTM-hybrid was able to
produce improved outcomes. Furthermore, user reviews and
demographic data on users might help forecast user pref-
erences for future visits, alleviating the cold start problem.
Instead of depending on a single site to discover POIs, a
clustering approach can assist ease the data sparsity prob-
lem. This framework suggestion may also be customized by
integrating BERT with the Top-N POIs.

The distance between the expected and actual rating is cal-
culated using the RMSEmeasure. This measure is frequently
used in recommender systems to quantify the diversity
between an item’s real and projected ratings. Non-context-
aware procedures, in general, have a larger mistake rate than
context-aware approaches, as seen in Fig. 11. The suggested
method beat other contextual approaches proposed in ear-
lier research and had a lower error rate than non-contextual
approaches. BERT-LSTM-hybrid was able to handle the cold
start issue better than other methods due to the inclusion of
user feedback and demographic data.
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Fig. 8 The list of recommendations is used to compare BERT-LSTM-hybrid to others concerning the recall metric (Yelp)
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Fig. 9 The list of recommendations is used to compare BERT-LSTM-hybrid to others concerning the precision metric (Yelp)
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Fig. 10 The list of recommendations is used to compare BERT-LSTM-hybrid to others concerning the F-Score metric (Yelp)
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Fig. 11 BERT-LSTM-hybrid is compared to others according to the RMSE measure (Yelp)

Fig. 12 BERT-LSTM-hybrid is
compared to others according to
the recall measure based on the
number of recommendations
(tripadvisor)
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Evaluation of BERT-LSTM-hybrid with the tripadvisor

Throughout this work, the tripadvisor data source was
utilized as another dataset to assess BERT-LSTM-hybrid.
The outcomes of evaluations, which are based on recall
and precision measures, are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
BERT-LSTM-hybrid yielded better results due to incorpo-
rating demographic data, contextual data, and an asymmetric
schema. Compared to prior alternatives, the proposed solu-
tion proved very successful in addressing the cold start issue.
When these two datasets were compared, it was discovered
that tripadvisor had poorer precision and recall than Yelp,
probably because Tripadvisor had fewer review and demo-
graphic characteristics. The volume of the data in this data
source, as well as the number of neighbors, has an impact on
the outcomes.

Evaluation of BERT-LSTM-hybrid by nDCGmetric

In sequential approaches, the nDCG measure is utilized
to quantify the ranking efficiency of expected suggestions.
The NDCG measure highlights the rating proficiency of the
sequence suggestion strategy inFig. 14. These results showed
that BERT-LSTM-hybrid projected more suitable recom-
mendations when compared to previous approaches.

Implementation scenarios

The proposed model operates in two different scenarios: the
"pertaining BERT" scenario and the "fine-tuning BERT" sce-
nario. In the "pertaining BERT" scenario, the model utilizes
the pre-trainedBERTmodel developed byGoogle,which has
been trained on a large corpus of general text data. This sce-
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Fig. 13 BERT-LSTM-hybrid is compared to others according to the precision measure base on the number of recommendations (tripadvisor)
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Fig. 14 BERT-LSTM-hybrid is compared to others according to the nDCG measure

nario involves using BERT as a feature extractor or encoder
to obtain contextualized word representations. These repre-
sentations are then used for the task at hand without further
fine-tuning. In the "fine-tuning BERT" scenario, the model
takes the pre-trained BERTmodel and further trains it on our
specific task. This fine-tuning process involves updating the
weights of the BERT model based on task-specific data to
make it more suitable for the target task.

The choice between the two scenarios depends on the
available resources, the size and specificity of the task-
specific data, and the desired performance. If the task-specific
data is limited, such as our dataset, fine-tuning BERT may
not achieve better results compared to the pre-trained model.

However, if there is sufficient task-specific data and the com-
putational resources are available, fine-tuning BERT can
leverage the general knowledge learned from pre-training
and adapt it to the specific task, potentially leading to better
outcomes.

In our study, we utilized the nDCG metric to assess
the ranking quality of sequence POI recommendations. The
results from this metric clearly indicate that the pre-trained
BERT model outperforms our fine-tuned BERT model, as
depicted in Fig. 15.

In the two operation scenarios considered, the BERT-
LSTM-hybrid model demonstrates notable advancements
when utilizing the pre-trained BERT model, as opposed to
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Fig. 15 Comparison of
BERT-LSTM-hybrid in two
scenarios based on nDCG
measure
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fine-tuning theBERTmodel.Due to the constraints of limited
available resources and a relatively small dataset in compari-
son toGoogle’s resources, fine-tuning the BERTmodel is not
suitable and does not yield the desired performance. To be
more precise, when the task-specific data is limited, such as
in our dataset, fine-tuning BERT may not result in improved
performance compared to utilizing the pre-trained model.

Impact of layer count on fine-tuning BERT performance

It’s important to strike a balance when choosing the number
of layers for fine-tuning BERT. Too few layers may lead to an
underutilization of the model’s capacity, while an excessive
number of layers may introduce unnecessary complexity and
computational overhead. Conducting experiments and eval-
uating the performance of BERT with different layer counts
can help determine the optimal configuration for a specific
task.

In Fig. 16, we observe the varying effects of different layer
counts on the performance of our proposed model during the
fine-tuning process of BERT, specifically in terms ofF-Score
metrics. The results highlight that the number of layers indeed
plays a significant role. When the model has a lower number
of layers, it struggles to effectively learn dependency infor-
mation and surrounding context. Conversely, an excessive
number of layers can lead to overfitting and the generation

of redundant information. As depicted in Fig. 16, the opti-
mal performance for our fine-tuned BERTmodel is achieved
with six layers. This finding demonstrates that careful con-
sideration and experimentation with layer count can lead to
improved results in the fine-tuning process.

Case study

As a case study, this paper investigates a visitor who visits
a city. Once a recommendation is requested, this tourist’s
present location is dynamically determined using informa-
tion from their cell phone. Next, potential locations consist
of the city’s AOIs and POIs. Sincemultiple POIs exist in each
city and a tourist is unable to visit all, plus, as it is assumed
that the tourist does not possess a sufficient history of visiting
POIs in a given city (cold start problem), their nearest neigh-
bors are recognized based on their current contexts, tourist
reviews, and preferences. Finally, visitors are advised to list
the topN POI routes based on their activities and information
about their nearby neighbors (Fig. 17). In this investigation,
we consider all data received from tourist visits and tourist
reviews and present dynamic preferences based on the time
and place of the targeted tourist. Therefore, with a cold start
and scarce information scenarios, we may utilize all exist-
ing data to provide accurate suggestions without the direct
participation of visitors.

Fig. 16 The impact of the number
of layers according to F-Score
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Fig. 17 Example trip
recommended by
BERT-LSTM-hybrid
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Fig. 18 Results for performances of some methods

During the case study, we conducted further trials in the
London metropolitan region to identify routes for active
visitors. Similar neighbors are identified according to their
current settings, reviews, histories, and qualities once an
active tourist seeks a recommendation. The top N recom-
mendations are then picked and presented. Performance
evaluations of this stage are shown in Fig. 18. Based on
the results, the recommended technique exhibits the high-
est F-Score based on an asymmetric neural CF scheme. The
approaches that varied somewhat from ours ranked second.
Nevertheless, the distinction between the two methods is
modest, as tourists in this city have tastes and knowledge
that are more similar.

Conclusions and future work

This article presents a unique neural context-aware RS for
personalized tourist destinations using contextual and demo-
graphic data, user reviews, and geo-tagged social network
photos. The researchers used innovative asymmetric schema,
context-aware filtering, neural network, and BERT algo-
rithms to construct a hybrid RS. Because most recommender
systems rely on weak data, demographic data, and user
reviews were explored to manage the cold start problem.

The recommended technique outperformed prior
approaches due to the integration of contextual infor-
mation and the fact that it was employed for both contextual
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pre-filtering and contextual modeling. When producing
tourist suggestions, it was determined that every user’s
context is critical. The suggested technique’s personaliza-
tion refers to how it uses the user’s choices. Furthermore,
the proposed technique improved from using DBSCAN
clustering at two levels to detect POIs in any area, making
clustering detection easier and more complicated. The
TF-IDF approach was used to assess context similarity.

Additionally, the BERT approach is applied, which out-
performed the other approaches due to the BERT algorithm’s
sequential movement pattern. Two data sources were exam-
ined to evaluate the efficacy of this technique (Yelp and
tripadvisor). According to the comparison results, the recom-
mended strategy can offer more precise locations than other
ways. The proposed technique beat all current recommenda-
tion systems in terms of discovering users more similar to the
present tourist and showed superior outcomes while coping
with data sparsity and cold start difficulties.

As a result of incorporating tourists’ opinions regarding
their trips, the results of this method improved significantly.
In other words, the results were improved when comput-
ing review similarity based on the LSTM representation of
reviews. The majority of tourists prefer to elaborate on their
visit and travel experience. These descriptions are available
as user reviews greatly assist our model in locating compa-
rable users. Thus, the CF model was improved.

Furthermore, because customers are more likely to accept
an RS that makes ideas based on their likes and interests, this
article used the rating median to indicate a unique enhanced
ACF technique based on user preferences. The study’s jour-
ney sequences would help travelers plan their vacations and
make themmore convenient. Thismethod increases the inter-
activity of the tourist recommender system by deriving trip
patterns fromvisitor behavior. This technology increases user
engagement with online trip RS by recognizing and tailor-
ing journey patterns based on users’ travel behavior. Tourist
behavior patterns can give insight into visitors’ intentions and
desires by anticipating users’ future interests and activities
based on recent behaviors.

In terms of language comprehension, BERT has proven to
be extremely effective. As a result, POI hybrid recommen-
dations have been made using the BERT in this paper. BERT
architecture is used in the proposedmodel, which includes an
item encoder for POI items and a recommendation and pref-
erence prediction task. Using the proposed technique, users
can be advised of POIs based on their next POIs of inter-
est and trips, and a prediction is made for each of them. An
extensive set of experiments on two real-world datasets have
demonstrated the superiority of this model over established
benchmarks.

It is noteworthy that, the approach of using BERT and
LSTM for sequential neural recommendation systems on
social media posts has its limitations and weak points. One

limitation of this approach is the amount of training data
required to effectively train the model. The performance
of neural networks is highly dependent on the amount and
quality of data available for training. If the training data is
insufficient or biased, the model’s performance may suf-
fer. Additionally, the model may overfit the training data,
resulting in poor generalization to new data. Another limita-
tion is the complexity of the model. Neural networks can be
highly complex and require a significant amount of computa-
tional resources to train and deploy. This can be a challenge,
particularly for smaller organizations or those with limited
resources.

Future work

There are multiple potential avenues for extending the
approach presented in this study. One way to extend the
approach is to use relationships between users and the impact
of companions to increase accuracy further. Using the Trans-
form layer to transform the tourist-POI joint feature map
obtained from CNN into an approximation of their joint
review, which could provide intelligence into the user’s expe-
rience with the POI throughout train travel and evaluation,
is another method for improving the model’s performance.
These factors may increase the effectiveness of the tourist
recommender method because they can interact with diverse
tourist preferences.

Moreover, future trends in the development of neural rec-
ommendation systems that utilize deep learning models and
contextual information from social media posts are likely to
focus on several areas, including explainability, privacy, and
personalization. As users continue to demand more trans-
parency and control over their data, future recommendation
systems are likely to incorporate methods for explaining the
recommendations made by the model and protecting user
privacy.

In the context of the Internet of Things (IoT) technology
development, the integration of recommendation systems
with IoT devices and sensors can provide additional contex-
tual information that can improve the accuracy and relevance
of recommendations. For example, a recommendation sys-
tem that utilizes data from a user’s wearable device or smart
home sensors can make more accurate recommendations
based on the user’s behavior and context.

However, the development of such recommendation sys-
tems requires significant computational resources and mem-
ory due to the complex deep learning models used, such as
BERT and LSTM. Therefore, the model would benefit from
being deployed on a high-performance computing infrastruc-
ture, such as a cloud computing platform or a cluster of
graphics processing units (GPUs). Additionally, the model
may require data pre-processing and normalization to han-
dle the variety of social media data formats and to ensure
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consistency in the data representation. The necessary trans-
fer and network configurations would depend on the specific
deployment environment and the requirements of the rec-
ommendation system. Overall, the development of neural
recommendation systems that utilize deep learning and social
media data has great potential to provide personalized and
relevant recommendations to users, and will likely continue
to be an area of active research and development in the future.
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